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OpenAdvice and the IBM Garage for Cloud, a new innovative
partnership!
OpenAdvice is a German based consulting and IT-services company.
They primarily focus on developing custom solutions for clients in the
area of Monitoring and Business Service Assurance.
Today’s market conditions are very competitive in many industries.
With very fast changing technologies and solutions, competition is
fierce and keeping up with changing customer expectations and digital
transformations, is a big challenge. This also demands that Solution
Providers like OpenAdvice need to stay agile and leverage new
methodologies to architect and develop solutions to achieve faster and
more flexible release cycles for their clients.
OpenAdvice experienced these very same conditions with one of their
Telecommunications clients. Within this market it has become
imperative to bring new offerings to consumers fast and offer a very
diversified portfolio of digitalized products. The biggest challenge with
this client project was developing a new platform that would allow to
automate and digitalize the manual process to manage TV Playout
configurations. In addition, automated testing and flexible ways of
changing existing configurations fast was key.

This is where the IBM Garage for Cloud came in!
OpenAdvice and the IBM Garage for Cloud collaborated to develop this
new configuration platform. The Garage Architecture workshops, and
the extreme agile Garage methodologies supported OpenAdvice to
transform their IT operations and leverage continuous development for
new Software releases. This collaboration also allows for ongoing

education and pushing boundaries to re-invent delivery of new
solutions to clients faster.
The experience with the IBM Garage for Cloud for this specific project,
convinced OpenAdvice to continue to include the IBM Garage
Architecture as an integral part in their approach to new client projects.

“To add the IBM Garage for Cloud to our team definitely
helped us to find the right solution architecture right from
the start, which contributed significantly to the success of
the project. In the course of the project we were able to
learn a lot from the developers of the IBM Garage for Cloud,
above all we benefited a lot from their experience and their
methods. Our end customer was also very happy with the
final result, the agile approach ultimately gave him exactly
the solution he wanted.”
Peter Faust
Technical Account Manager
OpenAdvice

The IBM Garage is IBM’s center for high-impact, client-centric innovation. At Garages
around the world, companies both large and small are empowered to create engaging
applications. Garage teams help you start your transformation in workshops, where you
design and build real apps that solve your business needs
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